
Mig Vapor Black Sub-Herb Tips 
Thanks for your purchase! I thought I’d share some of my own thoughts and 
experience plus information I have found regarding the effective use of the 

Black Sub-Herb. Please read the manual too!

There is a learning curve to using it the way 
you like it
Give it some time trying different settings. Start at low 
power (16-18 watts) until you find your ‘sweet spot’. It 
does take a little getting used to. If you have an issue, 
message me through ebay or check out reviews on 
YouTube, Vimeo etc. 

Use with care and attention
Treat as you would with any object made of glass and 
ceramic, and it will reward you well!

You are in control of the heat applied!
It’s up to you how many watts, how long a pre-heat 
and how long you apply the power. 

DTL or MTL?
DTL (Direct To Lung) or MTL (Mouth to Lung) 
techniques can be used. However, the airflow is 
optimised for herb and is much tighter than 
most e-liquid tanks. If you are a DTL vaper, use a 
much lighter and slower technique and maybe include 
some air on the inhale. With MTL, also, use a lighter, 
slower technique.  You need to allow the herb to stay 
heated by pulling air through slowly. 

Fill about a third to half
You will heat the herb through more efficiently. You 
can fill it but it will need the occasional stir - as with 
most vaporizers. It’s easy to pull off the dome and stir 
it. Pack down lightly for good heat plate contact. 

Coil life and accessories
I used the same coil for seven months at around 18 to 
20 watts without issue - until I dropped and cracked 
it! I also use the ‘Armor’ Aluminium Dome which is 
virtually indestructible compared to the glass dome. 
See my other ebay items or visit vapewiser.co.uk.

Cleaning
I drop the spring and mesh into a jar of isopropyl 
alcohol. Avoid getting ‘iso’ on silicon seals as it 
softens them. Wipe the dome with a bit of iso on a 
cloth (lighter fuel works too). The bowl can be cleaned 
with iso and cotton buds. More details in the manual.

Vaporizing  
Start at low wattage
• 16-19 Watts
• 5-7 second preheat
• 6-10 second draw

Combust if you want to!
The Sub-Herb offers another option. If you want it to 
burn, it will!  The heat control is totally up to you. 
Enjoy the combustion without paper or other 
products burning with the herb.

Vaping and combusting  
(suggested setting)
• 20-25 Watts
• 5-7 second preheat
• Draw and pulse the power button like a car gas 
pedal until the desired affect is reached.  
This bi-passes any time-out on the battery.

Using Your Sub-Herb
The Sub-Herb is designed for use with a variable 
wattage sub ohm battery.
DO NOT use in temperature control mode.
Be sure the device is set between 18-27 watts
Ohm reading will rise with coil temperature. This 
is normal and not a fault. Ensure your device is set to 
allow this fluctuation.
It’s best to detach from your battery when carrying 
about.
Some like to heat with the cap off until they see 
vapour, then replace cap and inhale.
A slow direct-to-lung inhale is best.
‘No Atomizer’ message
If you get this message or similar, the coil may be OK. 
Try gently pushing the ceramic bowl into the base to 
ensure it’s firmly seated. The bowl is a push-fit (not 
glued) and is held in place by a metal shimmy which 
also holds a contact wire. 
If you have any queries, contact me via ebay message 
or the VapeWiser.co.uk contact form and I will do my 
best to resolve them. Thanks again for your order!
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